Two-dimensional silicon photonic crystal based biosensing platform for protein detection
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Abstract: We theoretically and experimentally demonstrate an ultra-sensitive two-dimensional photonic crystal microcavity biosensor. The device is fabricated on a silicon-on-insulator wafer and operates near its resonance at 1.58 μm. Coating the sensor internal surface with proteins of different sizes produces a different amount of resonance redshift. The present device can detect a molecule monolayer with a total mass as small as 2.5 fg. The device performance is verified by measuring the redshift corresponding to the binding of glutaraldehyde and bovine serum albumin (BSA). The experimental results are in good agreement with theory and with ellipsometric measurements performed on a flat oxidized silicon wafer surface.
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Early detection and identification of biological substances are pursued with great interest for many applications. Label-free optical biosensing is one of the fastest growing research areas [1-9], because it does not require the use of radioactive / fluorescent labels that introduce complexity and potential contamination to biological material in vivo. The well developed label-free platforms include surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [1], waveguides [2], one-dimensional photonic bandgap structures of increasing complexity, ranging from simple Bragg reflectors [3] and rugate filters [4] to microcavities [5-7] built with porous silicon, and colorimetric imaging obtained from off-plane illumination on a diffractive grating surface / photonic crystal [8-10]. One common problem is that these structures require a well-collimated readout beam, hence a relatively large sensing area.

Photonic crystals (PCs) are an attractive sensing platform because they provide strong light confinement. Unlike many sensing platforms that utilize the interaction between the small evanescent tail of the electromagnetic field and the analyte, PCs can be designed to localize the electric field in the low refractive index region (e.g. air pores), which makes the sensors extremely sensitive to a small refractive index change produced by bio-molecule immobilization on the pore walls. By introducing a point defect into a PC, defect states can be pulled down from the air band or up from the substrate band. The corresponding optical spectrum shows narrow transmission peaks inside the bandgap, whose precise position is determined by the refractive index of the pores. Thus, the presence of molecules inside the pores can be detected by monitoring a small spectral shift, especially if high-Q microcavities, which have been reported both theoretically [11] and experimentally [12], are used. Quasi-1D PC waveguides and two-dimensional PC microcavity sensors have been both theoretically and experimentally demonstrated for detecting nanoparticles [13] and ambient refractive index changes [14,15] respectively. However, protein recognition depends on the surface chemistry, thus, instead of filling up the pores and changing the ambient refractive index, the molecules coat the pore walls. In this paper, we demonstrate a two-dimensional PC microcavity biosensor that is capable of monitoring protein binding on the pore walls and quantitively measuring the protein diameter.

The structure depicted in Fig. 1 consists of a hexagonal array of cylindrical air pores in a 400 nm-thick silicon (Si) slab separated from the Si substrate by 1 μm of SiO₂ to provide a good vertical confinement for the propagation modes. The PC has a lattice constant \( a \) of 465 nm and a pore diameter \( d \) of 270 nm. The defect is introduced by reducing the center pore diameter to 140 nm. Such a configuration gives rise to a resonance in the bandgap close to 1.58 μm for even (TE-like) modes. Here we are primarily interested in studying the TE-like mode because there is no bandgap for TM-like modes beneath the light cone. Two tapered ridge waveguides are used to couple light in / out the microcavity. They are tapered from 2 μm down to ~ 0.7 μm to match the mode of the microcavity. Light is coupled along the \( \Gamma \)-\( M \) direction, because the resonance mode in-plane leakage is mainly in the \( \Gamma \)-\( M \) direction and hence the coupling efficiency is higher along this direction [16]. The device is patterned using electron beam lithography.
Fig. 1. Scanning electron microscopy photograph of a typical device and schematic of the experimental setup. A tunable laser (1440 nm to 1590 nm) is used as the source. Light is coupled in and out of the PC using tapered ridge waveguides. A polarization controller is used to maximize the TE mode signal, and an InGaAs detector is used to measure the transmission signal.

In our measurement setup, a laser source tunable from 1440 nm to 1590 nm is used. TE polarized light is coupled to a polarization-maintaining tapered lensed fiber and then focused onto the input ridge waveguide. The transmitted signal is coupled out in a similar fashion and measured using an InGaAs detector. To optimize the readout signal to noise ratio, a polarizer controller and a TE polarizer are used before the input and output end respectively. An infrared camera is also used for alignment and monitoring scattering losses.

Fig. 2. Schematic of bio-molecule recognition: (a) the target molecules are captured by the probe molecules. (b) The bio-molecules form a uniform layer on the internal surface of the sensor. In reality the layer thickness is very small compared with the pore size.

Figure 2(a) illustrates the bio-molecule binding mechanism. Highly selective probe molecules (ex. DNA, antibody) are immobilized on the internal surface where they form a monolayer and capture the target molecules (ex. DNA, protein). When a probe-functionalized sensor is exposed to the target, a monolayer of target species is again captured on the surface of the sensor. The bio-molecule coating causes a refractive index change only in the vicinity of the pore wall, as shown schematically in Fig. 2(b).

To characterize the sensor performance, we use glutaraldehyde-bovine serum albumin (BSA) binding as the model system because glutaraldehyde has a strong affinity for BSA. The pore size of our device is ~30 times larger than the protein hydrodynamic diameter [17, 18], which guarantees a high infiltration efficiency of the proteins into our device and facilitates the uniform formation of a monolayer-thick coating on the pore walls.

To prepare the surface for the capture of BSA proteins, the device is first thermally oxidized at 800°C to form a silica-like internal surface. The sensor is then treated with 2% amino-propyltrimethoxy-silane to create amino groups on the internal oxide surface, at which point the device is ready for bio-molecule recognition.
The transmission spectrum is first measured after oxidation and silanization. Then we use a micro-pipette to apply a 2 μl droplet of 2.5% glutaraldehyde (the probe molecule) on the device, wait until the proteins are immobilized on the pore walls, rinse with de-ionized water and measure the transmission spectrum again. In the end, 2 μl of 2% BSA (the target molecule) is applied. We wait for 30 mins until the two proteins attach completely, rinse away the residue that does not bind and measure the transmission spectrum.

The raw data exhibit Fabry-Perot resonances due to reflection at the waveguide facets and PC edges. These Fabry-Perot resonances are filtered out after performing a fast Fourier transform. Figure 3 shows the smoothed transmission spectra near the microcavity resonance measured at three different binding stages. Curve (a) shows the initial transmission spectrum after oxidation and silanization. Curve (b) is measured after exposure to glutaraldehyde. A resonance redshift of 1.1 nm is observed. Curve (c) shows a redshift of 1.7 nm after BSA binding, thus a total shift of 2.8 nm compared with the initial spectrum.

To model the experimental results, calculations using a finite-domain-time-difference (FDTD) method and a plane-wave expansion with 32 grid points per supercell are performed. In the simulation, the refractive index of the dehydrated proteins is set as 1.45, which is consistent with the literature values [19] and also agrees with an independent ellipsometric measurement that we performed on a flat oxidized silicon wafer.

In the PC biosensor, the molecules can form a layer everywhere: on the pore walls, at the bottom of the device or on top of the device. 3-D FDTD simulations show that the resonance redshift increases almost linearly with the coating thickness (Fig. 4(a)). The redshift is much
larger when the molecules are attached on the pore walls, whereas the contribution of material on top of the device and at the bottom of the pores is negligible. This is expected because light is mainly confined within the PC slab. By comparing the simulation curve with the experimental shifts shown in Fig. 3, the layers of dehydrated glutaraldehyde and BSA molecules should be 7 Å and 10 Å thick, respectively.

To verify this, we apply the same experimental protocol on a flat oxidized silica wafer and measure the protein thickness using ellipsometry. A thickness of 7±1 Å and 15±5 Å is measured for these two proteins. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the ellipsometric data are in general agreement with the model. We observe a slightly lower resonance shift than predicted, which may result from either an incomplete surface coverage by BSA or an over estimation of the thickness of a BSA monolayer from our preliminary ellipsometric measurement. Future experiments will resolve this issue.

Our PC microcavity is an 11 (in Γ-M) by 21 (in Γ-K) array that has an internal pore wall surface area of ~ 50 μm². With the present device, we are capable of detecting a shift of ~ 0.1 nm. Thus the minimum amount of analyte that can be measured is 2.5 fg if we assume that the bio-molecules form a uniform monolayer on the internal surface of all the pores. The amount of analyte detected by our device is significantly reduced compared to SPR which requires a relatively larger sensing area (from 0.01 mm² to 1 mm² [20,21]). The performance of our biosensor can be further improved by optimizing the quality factor Q.

As shown in Fig. 5(a), the electric field distribution is strongly localized in the defect which is the most sensitive region to a refractive index change. Thus, the contribution of the defect region should be larger than the rest of the pores. Fig. 5(b) demonstrates this by comparing the calculated amount of redshift due to the infiltration of bio-molecules in all the pores (blue curve) and that due to the infiltration only within the central defect (red curve). In the latter case, the sensitivity given by Δλ/Δt drops by a factor of 4, however, the total amount of bio-molecules required decreases from 2.5 fg to 0.05 fg. Fig. 5(a) also shows that the electromagnetic field strength in neighboring pores is not completely negligible. If we increase the area covered by the bio-molecules from the central defect to surrounding pores located in increasingly large concentric circles, the sensitivity first increases but then saturates very rapidly. The Fig. inset plots the sensitivity, normalized to its maximum value obtained by coating uniformly in all the pores, versus the percentage of the total surface area that is covered by the bio-molecules.
Two important benchmarks for a biosensor are sensitivity and selectivity. Previous experiments demonstrate the capability of detecting the dehydrated protein layer thickness as thin as 1 Å. However glutaraldehyde-BSA binding is a non-specific binding process; thus, it only shows the presence of bio-molecules inside the microcavity without specifying the type of proteins. To demonstrate the selectivity of this device, we use biotin-streptavidin coupling as the model system. We first functionalize the device with the probe molecule (Sulfo-NHS-LC-LC-Biotin) which has an extremely high binding affinity for the target molecule (Streptavidin). Each streptavidin molecule has four equivalent sites for biotin which makes it an excellent molecular linker in many assays. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the target molecules are immobilized on the pore walls in the presence of the probe molecules. The experimental results shown in Fig. 6(b) demonstrate the selectivity of this biosensing platform as well as its ability to avoid false positive signals. Bar (A) shows that the specific binding of streptavidin to biotin introduces a ~ 4 nm redshift. Bar (B) shows that the contribution to the resonance shift from non-specific binding (no probe molecule) is negligible. Bar (C) shows that there is no contribution from the buffer alone.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated an ultra-sensitive biosensor that consists of a 2-D Si PCs microcavity. Binding of BSA to glutaraldehyde is monitored by measuring the spectral resonance redshift. This sensor can quantitively measure the dehydrated protein size. The present device can detect the presence of 2.5 fg of analyte. Its performance can be further improved by increasing the Q factor and positioning the biological substance in the defect region only. Experiments carried on specific biotin-streptavidin model indicate the selectivity of the device.
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